


 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Enabling the City is a collaborative book that focuses on how interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 
processes of knowledge production may contribute to urban transformation at a local level in the 
21st century, striking a balance between enthusiastic support for such transformational potential and 
a cautious note regarding the persistent challenges to the ethos as well as the practice of inter and 
transdisciplinarity. 

The rich stories ref lect different research and local practice cultures, exploring issues such as ageing, 
community, health and dementia, public space, energy, mobility cultures, heritage, housing, re-use, 
and renewal, as well as more universal questions about urban sustainability and climate change, and 
perhaps most importantly, education. Against this backdrop, aspirations for the 21st century are 
related to the international, national, and local agendas expressed in the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and in the New Urban Agenda (NUA), raising fundamental questions of how to enable 
development. We highlight aspects of transformative learning and ways of knowing, critical to any 
collaborative and participatory process. 
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The Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris Climate Agreement both call for an urgent im-
provement of environmental conditions and innovative solutions to move beyond business as usual 
with a strong emphasis on the role of cities and urban development. Tackling such great societal 
challenges requires innovative science and practice with a more integrative approach to knowledge 
generation. The past 20 years have shown that, both in development practice and academic research, 
closer cooperation between various actors is necessary to understand and impact the ongoing unsus-
tainable urban development processes. It calls for new methods in urban research and practice, new 
forms of decision-making and a questioning of the normative understanding of knowledge produc-
tion. 

This is where co-production of knowledge as a means for coping with these challenges becomes 
relevant to ensure a more sustainable urban future.1 The term “co-production” covers a broader 
range of meanings. 

FIGURE II.5.1 Brunch at Schützenplatz in July 2016. Photo by CASA Schützenplatz e.V. 
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In this article, we rely on the following defnition of co-production of knowledge within urban 
development processes: “Knowledge co-production refers to collaboratively-based processes where 
diferent actors and interest groups come together with researchers to share and create knowledge 
that can be used to address the sustainability challenges being faced today, and increase the research 
capacity to contribute to societal problem solving in the future” (Polk, 2016, p. 35). Thus, we see 
joint knowledge production as a promising mode of governance due to its questioning of normative 
perceptions of knowledge and knowledge generation, its innovative2 approach to relationship build-
ing and shared decision-making in practice and research, and the applicability of results to practice 
and policymaking. 

Three discourses concerned with co-production of knowledge can be identifed. The frst 
perspective is the sustainability discourse, which opts for transformative science for sustainability and 
interdisciplinarity and new methods in research and practice to capture the increasing complexity of 
the urban reality of the 21st century (e.g. Cornell et al., 2013; Schneidewind & Singer-Brodowski, 
2014; Wiek, Talwar, O’Shea, & Robinson, 2014; Wissenschaftlicher Beirat der Bundesregierung 
Globale Umweltveränderungen, 2016). It calls for inter- and transdisciplinary research to incorporate 
the complexity of unstructured problems and consequently the co-production of knowledge (e.g. 
Klein, 1994, 2004; Lawrence, 2010). The second strand is related to the urban development discourse 
within development studies, which recognises modes of co-production (service and knowledge) as 
a means of empowerment (e.g. Mitlin, 2008; Patel, 2004; Satterthwaite, 2005) and which is based 
in the roots of action research and participation. The third discourse in the feld of planning theory 
sees modes of co-production as a new method beyond participation to overcome social inequalities 
(Robinson, 2002; Watson, 2003, 2012; Yiftachel, 2006; Herrle, Ley, & Fokdal, 2015). Whereas 
previous theoretical approaches, such as communicative and collaborative planning, work inside the 
institutional framework, modes of co-production go beyond participation, and work outside the 
formal governance arena and help to expand the scope of planning thought (Watson, 2014). 

The case of CASA Schützenplatz in Stuttgart, Germany, illustrated here, positions itself within the 
discourse on transformative science for sustainability, arguing that in order to tackle environmental 
issues related to mobility, one urgently needs to gain more insights into mobility cultures (Bott, 
Stokman, & Uhl, 2015). The hypothesis is that using transformation experiments to establish a 
dialogue around sustainable mobility can potentially catalyse change in mobility cultures towards a 
more sustainable future. 

A Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture 

The University of Stuttgart hosts various real-world laboratories, one of them with a focus on 
sustainable mobility culture. This article will elaborate on one of the conducted transformation 
experiments related to sustainable mobility culture. Real-world laboratories are a new and innovative 
way of conducting transdisciplinary research fnanced by the state of Baden-Württemberg in 
Germany (Ministerium für Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst Baden-Württemberg, 2013). They 
are seen as one possible research strategy to enable inter-, transdisciplinary and transformative 
research (Wissenschaftlicher Beirat der Bundesregierung Globale Umweltveränderungen, 2011). As 
one of seven real-world laboratories in the frst funding line (2015–17), the Real-World Laboratory 
for a Sustainable Mobility Culture (Reallabor Nachhaltige Mobilitätskultur – RNM) makes the 
city of Stuttgart a space for cooperative experimentation. Beyond researching and observing human 
patterns of mobility behaviour, it asks researchers to work together with local citizens, civil society 
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and various departments of the municipality to develop and initiate real transformational processes 
in order to derive relevant practical knowledge and concrete solutions for the broader challenges 
concerning mobility facing society in the future. 

Stuttgart is a city defned by cars. It is here that the largest automobile industry cluster in Europe 
provides employment for a great part of the regional workforce (Industrie und Handelskammer Re-
gion Stuttgart, 2017). Cars are therefore an important factor for the identity and economy of the city. 
At the same time, there is a growing awareness of the urgency of addressing the negative efects of 
vehicular transport – trafc jams, fne particle and CO2 emissions, land consumption, and noise pol-
lution – and to move towards a more sustainable concept for mobility in the Stuttgart region. While 
previous municipal eforts focused on technological and efciency aspects such as the promotion of 
car-sharing, electric vehicles and moderately successful campaigns for the voluntary renunciation of 
car use, the Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture made the cultural dimension 
of the transition towards a more sustainable urban mobility system its central theme. As such, its 
focus lay not on technologies or strategies for optimising trafc and transport systems, but on engen-
dering a culture of mobility and activity that, in line with a broader understanding of prosperity, has 
the capacity to enhance our quality of life at a personal level and in the city as a whole. A sustain-
able culture of mobility aims not only to reduce the consumption of resources but also to promote 
health and physical activity, to encourage social interaction and to cultivate a new quality of life and 
urban space in the city and the region. Furthermore, it addresses the question of how the needs and 
rights of every individual to mobility could be implemented in such a way that later generations can 
also beneft from a healthy, liveable and intact environment. Following this defnition and aiming 
to develop and evaluate innovative methodologies for transformative research, the overarching re-
search questions of the Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture were: how could 
a transformational process be set in motion; which direction should it take; and what role could local 
citizens play in actively shaping and enabling this process through social innovations? 

The Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture served as a forum and network 
for new partnerships. In addition to an interdisciplinary team of researchers and students from 
transportation planning and technology management, architecture and urban planning, sociology, 
and sports sciences, it also actively involved civil society initiatives, cultural institutions, stakeholders 
such as local businesses, associations and federations, as well as local city administration and 
policymakers in the research process. A special role was played by so-called “change agents” 
(Wissenschaftlicher Beirat der Bundesregierung Globale Umweltveränderungen, 2011) who were 
already actively developing and implementing social innovations and innovative sustainable mobility 
projects. Their actions have the capacity to change how we live on a day-to-day basis and serve as 
inspiration for others. In the case of CASA, a student and a couple of residents from Schützenplatz, 
who were already articulating their interest regarding a planned redesign of the square, acted as 
“change agents.” The aim of the Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture as 
a platform for such niche innovators was to strengthen, promote and link up their projects and 
initiatives – and to jointly refect on the experiences and results of the cooperative research process. 

The Experiment as a Method for Transdisciplinary Research 

Laboratories are made for experiments. In a real-world laboratory, the experiments take place 
in an actual (spatial) environment. Here, we will refer to these experiments as “transformation 
experiments” (Parodi et al., 2017, p. 80) in order to avoid the negative connotations that earlier use of 
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the vocabulary “real-world experiment” has. Making the city a space for cooperative experimentation, 
they aim to explore what efects new ideas can bring about. Within urban planning there is a long 
tradition of participatory practice and research (e.g. collaborative planning or the communicative 
turn (Healey, 1993, 1997)). The real-world laboratories situate themselves within the tradition of 
action and intervention research (Parodi et al., 2017). Thus, as such, the Real-World Laboratory for a 
Sustainable Mobility Culture invited the people of Stuttgart to tackle the challenges of urban mobility 
and try out new possible solutions in the form of transformation experiments to examine how these 
infuence a range of ecological, technical and social boundary conditions. This comparatively new 
research format focuses not only on researching and observing human patterns of behaviour, but 
also asks researchers to work together with local citizens to develop and initiate real transformation 
processes in order to derive relevant practical knowledge and concrete solutions for the broader 
challenges facing society in the future. Transformation experiments ofer the opportunity to govern 
change and produce scientifc evidence in parallel (Schäpke et al., 2017). In a multi-stage public 
participation process, local mobility initiatives and citizens worked together with students from the 
University of Stuttgart to develop a range of diferent transformation experiments. Following a call 
for ideas, a transdisciplinary jury was formed by members of the scientifc staf, city administration, 
cultural and economic institutions, students’ associations, and representatives of the target groups of 
the research project. Supplemented by a public vote the jury selected several projects for funding, 
ongoing monitoring and support (Puttrowait, Dietz, Gantert, & Heynold, 2018). Members of the 
public were able to follow the progress of the experiments and contribute to or play an active part in 
the development. Transformation workshops were conducted to co-design research questions, defne 
appropriate research methods, evaluate the success of the transformation experiments and refect on 
their impact. Every transformation experiment concluded with a co-written report, which served as 
the basis of a comparative analysis and the formulation of the mechanisms of their impact on mobility 
transitions in Stuttgart. 

Within the Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture, four transformation 
experiments were conducted and evaluated with “change agents” and their mobility initiatives: 

• Cargo-Bikes as Urban Commons: The rotating cargo-bike 
How could communally used bicycles contribute to forming cooperative neighbourhood 
structures and how could cargo-bikes help to reduce noise and particle emissions while making 
urban transport enjoyable? (Rudolf, Becker, & Puttrowait, 2017). 

• Cycling Without Age: The people’s rickshaw 
How could active mobility choices of elderly people be improved and how could transport bring 
people together instead of separating them? (Bleibler & Brandt, 2016). 

• The City as a House: The Stäfele gallery 
How could Stuttgart’s Stäfele3 be improved as places for movement and activity and how could 
they unfold further potential as meeting places for the neighbourhood or stages for cultural 
events? (Heynold, 2017). 

• Reclaiming the Street: Parklets4 for Stuttgart 
How could tightly parked inner-city streets be reclaimed as urban space and how could parklets 
encourage residents to recognise the street as a space for people to meet and interact? (Lazarova, 
Helfenstein, Dietz, & Alcántara, 2018). 
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Learning Together and Co-Producing Knowledge 

Within this setting, the seminar “Stadtraum Stauraum Lebensraum”5 became a major component 
in the realisation of the transformation experiment “Reclaiming the street – Parklets for Stuttgart,” 
implementing a practice-oriented learning approach. Practice-oriented learning is nothing new 
within the realm of planning education, with its twofold agenda of educating and generating societal 
change. Within higher education with a spatial focus, methods such as “service learning” (Alten-
schmidt & Stark, 2016) and “case study” and “transition experiment” (van den Bosch & Rotmans, 
2008) approaches have increasingly gained momentum (Porter et al., 2015; Rooij & Frank, 2016). 
Here, concepts such as “partnership for co-creation of knowledge” (Rooij & Frank, 2016), “place-
based co-creation of knowledge for sustainable development” (Trencher, Yarime, McCormick, Doll, 
& Kraines, 2014) and “partnership for education” (Porter et al., 2015) are prominent. What they 
have in common are: 1) that they all include various disciplines, and non-academic partners as well 
as local communities. The main didactic aim is to facilitate an experimental learning environment 
and to foster inter- or transdisciplinary competencies (Porter et al., 2015; Rooij & Frank, 2016); and 
2) that they encourage students to develop problem-based solutions and to critically refect on their 
role as planners. 

Five major groups of actors were involved in the seminar and the experiment: the civil society 
actors6 who were the driving force behind the parklet project (referred to from this point onwards 
as “Team Parklets for Stuttgart”); the academic staf of the Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable 
Mobility Culture, mainly represented by the Institute of Urban Planning and Design; the Depart-
ment of International Urbanism of the University of Stuttgart; students of architecture and urban 
planning; and local wardens who would later be responsible for the parklets and diferent depart-
ments of the city administration (for a more detailed display of the actors involved, see Lazarova et 
al., 2018). Team Parklets for Stuttgart and the academic staf of the Real-World Laboratory for a 
Sustainable Mobility Culture jointly took charge of organisational issues, supervision of the students’ 
activities and consultations over their designs, selection of locations and contact with the local war-
dens, public communication (including local political committees) and the ofcial overall permis-
sion for the project. They also supervised and conducted the data collection, analysed the diferent 
datasets and synthesised them into a research report (Lazarova et al., 2018). 

Each student had to design a single parklet based on their analysis of the location and in coordination 
with the local wardens. With their design as a base, they had to apply for a separate permission for 
each single parklet and fnally build the parklet. For this reason, they were granted a budget of 
€400 each, which was funded by the Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture. 
After the parklets were completed, they were ofcially inaugurated, including a public presentation 
from the student, and fnally handed over to the local wardens. The student’s responsibility now 
was to conduct research on their particular parklet. The methodology was set up together with 
scientists from urban and social sciences, sports sciences, transportation science, and geography at 
a transformation workshop at the beginning of the design studio and mainly focused on public life 
studies (Gehl & Svarre, 2013). 

The local wardens were responsible for observing their parklet, giving answers to any questions 
and maintaining the parklets during the experimental phase. They were also welcome to contribute 
to the construction by providing space, tools, manpower or fnancial help on a voluntary basis. After 
the parklets were demolished, the wardens took part in an interview with the research team to share 
their valuable experiences as those who had the best knowledge about “their” parklet. 
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Finally, the city administration contributed by providing consultations, granting permission 
without charge and managing ofcial complaints. The fact that this permission was justifed by the 
scientifc setting of the project makes clear that a private initiative would have barely been successful 
and that the scientifc legitimation was key to enable the project. 

As a result of this inter- and transdisciplinary design studio and transformation experiment, 11 
parklets were realised and remained for a period of three months during the summer of 2016 in dif-
ferent locations in the inner-city districts of Stuttgart, causing a public discussion about how such 
functions in public space were distributed. One of these parklets was CASA Schützenplatz, which is 
described in detail below. 

CASA Schützenplatz 

Schützenplatz is a 1,300 m2 circular urban space in a semi-dense residential area of central Stuttgart. 
One of the major challenges is that the square is split by vehicles crossing (two intersecting roads) 
and strongly dominated by parked vehicles (49 parking spaces). However, there is weak mixed use in 
the surrounding ground foor buildings, with a good connection to public transportation at walk-
able distance and good population density, which are potential assets for becoming a vibrant active 
public space. 

To challenge the status quo and to facilitate the reimagination of Schützenplatz as a high-quality 
public space, the transformation experiment “CASA Schützenplatz” was applied as an open-ended 
design, from April 2016 onwards, with the aim of generating knowledge about the specifc context 
and catalysing synergies in a multi-stakeholder environment. 

The initial experiment consisted of a physical project (the parklet) occupying two parking spaces 
and a series of analyses, campaigns and exercises that helped to gather data on the uses and types of 
mobility on Schützenplatz. 

The Experiment 

As this project on public space was meant to activate public life around it, four components were key 
for its strategic design: 

• An understanding of the surroundings and its context: a previous scouting of the area and a basic 
knowledge of the potential of the public space. 

• The community: the project should look to invite and involve the community in the process, 
capture their concerns for a human-scale public space design and their commitment to 
activate it. 

• A basic pedestrian infrastructure: for the development of an active public space, the community 
should have access to basic features that allow time to be spent in the public space, like seating, 
shadowing, communal information. In this case, those features were provided by the parklet. In 
the second phase (autumn/winter), seasonal diferences became an issue and led to adding a roof 
and changing the furniture in the parklet. 

• A programme: a series of constant activities and meet-ups that tested in how many diferent 
ways the public space could be used, looking to reinforce the potential that a public space has to 
generate and keep active communication among a community. 
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FIGURE II.5.2 First walks in the neighbourhood before the intervention. May 2016. Photo by CASA 
Schützenplatz e.V. 

The transformation experiment approach not only monitored the feedback generated in a scientifc 
manner, but also actively contributed to its improvement. Qualitative data were generated through 
an active interaction with the community and quantitative data through monitoring of the sur-
roundings by the student. This mixed-methods approach, in combination with a temporary physical 
project in the shape of a parklet, served as a catalyst for the experiment.7 The diferent phases of the 
experiment are described below. 

Phase 01: 01 April–16 September 2016 – The parklet CASA Schützenplatz 
The original experiment: in this case, Phase 01 was meant to last three months, during which 
the parklet was situated in the public space. In preparation, feld research and analyses took place 
in the frst two months to better understand the dynamics in the square. This included mapping 
and analysis of 1) the number of pedestrians crossing and using the square as well as the number 
of vehicles crossing; 2) a mapping of how pedestrians moved across Schützenplatz at diferent 
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FIGURE II.5.3 Schützenplatz e.V. and initiative Wanderbaumallee Stuttgart create the temporary inter-
vention‚ City forest in Schützenplatz. August 2018. Photo by CASA Schützenplatz e.V. 

times of the day; and 3) an observation of how many parking movements occurred throughout 
the day and how long the cars stayed parked. In the next months, from July to mid-September, 
the parklet was installed and the frst intended on-feld analyses took place. 

Phase 02: 17 September–30 October 2016 – Extension of the experiment 
An extraordinary petition was granted by the city authorities to extend the permission for the 
parklet. At that time, the community decided to continue the experiment, still assisted by the 
Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture but now under community respon-
sibility. 

Phase 03: November 2016–March 2017 – Neighbourhood initiative CASA Schützenplatz 
The residents organised in a formal manner to seek support among the neighbourhood, other 
organisations and the authorities. At this particular stage, it was possible to rent a store facing 
the square. This allowed the initiative to have a headquarters and allowed them to continue an 
activities programme. 
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FIGURE II.5.4 Street festival at the Schützenplatz with dancing and movie screening on “parking day.” 
Photo by CASA Schützenplatz e.V. 

Phase 04: April 2017–February 2018 – CASA Schützenplatz e.V. 
The legal status of the initiative was fully formalised with the foundation of the registered 
organisation CASA Schützenplatz e.V.8 The two main objectives of the association are 1) to 
pursue the conclusion of the square’s refurbishment and 2) to maintain a community network. 

To trigger reactions and test the value of public space in the community, small campaigns took 
place during Phases 01 and 02 aimed at generating knowledge about the physical context and the 
neighbourhood, and at actively showing the potential of the space by using it as an arena for activities, 
gatherings and discussions. 

These campaigns were based on two complementary approaches to public space design: placemak-
ing to understand the space qualitatively (e.g. Whyte, 1980), and public space–public life studies to 
explain it quantitatively (e.g. Gehl & Svarre, 2013). 
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Campaign A: From brunches to workshops 
This consisted of a series of organised events in the parklet that transited from informal gather-
ings to organised workshops in a span of three months with a threefold purpose: 
inhibiting the activation of the new public space, initiating the dialogue with and between the 
community about the value of an active public space in Schützenplatz, and spotting key actors 
in the local community. 

Campaign B: Interactive boards 
Inside the facades of the parklet, two blackboards were intended to generate some passive inter-
actions by asking two diferent questions, one regarding the potential that the neighbourhood 
saw for the square: “What do we need at Schützenplatz?” and one regarding the potential the 
neighbours saw for other uses in the public space: “How do you use CASA?” 

Campaign C: Neighbourhood festival in the public space 
With the intention of scaling up the potential of the public space to host diferent activities, a 
neighbourhood festival with diverse and more spatial activities took place for one day. 

With these interactive campaigns, the neighbourhood grasped the potential of their public space and 
the value of regular gatherings for the engagement and enhancement of an active community in a 
long city development process. Such interaction gave a quick overview of how the community felt 
about the public space in their proximity. At the same time, the mapping and observations helped 
to show the inefectiveness of space occupied by vehicles and the hostile environment left for pe-
destrians. The information helped to establish a fair base for negotiation with the city authorities 
about the need for a change in priorities set in the public space at Schützenplatz. The actual situation 
is about to change in Schützenplatz! The refurbishment of the area, delayed already for 15 years, is 
planned to happen in summer 2019.9 For this refurbishment, the community was able to achieve a 
prominent role in the last step of the design as decision-makers (furniture and minor details). Their 
role as a knowledge source for the design of the area was increased by the data generated during the 
experiment. 

Enabling Conditions for Co-Producing Knowledge at CASA Schützenplatz 

Several lessons can be learned from this case. First, a set of enabling conditions can be identifed 
related to the experiment Parklets for Stuttgart in general, and second, the specifc condition of an 
already concerned and organised group of residents: 

• The scientifc setting of the interdisciplinary real-world laboratory served for legitimisation 
both of the permission from the authorities to occupy parking spaces in the city of Stuttgart and 
of the acceptance of the civil actors by the administration and politicians (which included a leap 
of faith). By the example of CASA Schützenplatz, the experiment was able to strengthen com-
munity ties, generating acceptance of the installed parklet, and encouraged discussion about the 
transformation of the public space with an active community around it during the frst phase. 
Since the initial phase created enough momentum, the experiment extended into further phases 
with a more independent community and a more detached but still present interdisciplinary 
research body that was in constant contact with the authorities to negotiate and build trust. 
Even though the future sustainability of the project cannot be assured after the transformation 
experiment, it is clear that the new levels of participation and appropriation achieved so far will 
increase Schützenplatz’s chances to become an active public space. 
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• Building trust, providing legitimacy: That the transformation experiments could be carried 
out required a leap of faith on the part of the administration who granted permission. This leap 
was based on the reputation of the university that functioned as a door opener. Two factors can 
be named here: 
1. The ofcial permission for the parklets was justifed by the “freedom of science,” which is 

one of the highest values in German democracy, a higher value than the personal rights of 
the citizens to park their cars in public space. 

2. The city was a partner in the research projects and city representatives were actively in-
volved in taking the decision over which experiments were to be conducted, including the 
parklets. In retrospect, some city representatives told us informally that such projects would 
never have been allowed if a (group of ) private person(s) had applied for it, but that the in-
volvement of the university was key. 

By presenting the fndings10 to the administration and political stakeholders, this leap of faith was 
retrospectively justifed, which was key for the continuation of the project as well as for upcoming 
new projects to prevent a “scorched earth” phenomenon. In addition, trust and legitimacy among 
the community were confrmed to be a key aspect of the continuation of the experiment. 

• The importance of data: It is important to remark on the value of the generated data to the 
sustainability of the project. Appropriation and facts are now arguments that the community 
can use to empower themselves and become a trustworthy stakeholder in the decision-making 
process. This is a common aspect discussed in development studies focusing on the power of 
knowledge and information held by civil society actors in order to negotiate with local authori-
ties (Herrle et al., 2015; Ley, Fokdal, & Herrle, 2017). The combination of the data collected and 
the sense of appropriation generated by the neighbourhood at Schützenplatz strengthened the 
arguments from both the research body (the Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility 
Culture) and the community about the need of such an approach for public space design and 
legitimised the experiment in the eyes of the city authorities and social organisations. 

• Initial funding: The transition experiment Parklets for Stuttgart was supported with initial 
and clearly limited funding from the university of €5000. This was helpful for the acquisition 
of material for the construction of the parklets that could not have been raised gratis. It lowered 
the fnancial involvement of the actors and so required mainly personal participation. It also sig-
nalled the involvement and the will of the university to truly realise the project and in that way 
made it easier to convince further potential participants. In the case of CASA Schützenplatz, it 
fnally led to the development that the neighbours looked out for alternative ways of funding for 
the continuation of the project. 

• Fertile ground: The original experiment at CASA Schützenplatz has been turned into a for-
malised neighbourhood association that seeks to strengthen a community network and the 
active use of public space. The interactive campaigns applied during Phases 01 and 02 have 
become part of the core activities of the initiative: brunches, weekly gatherings, neighbour-
hood festivals, etc. The benefts of an active community for the quality and maintenance of 
the public space are clear. The community have created a cooperative environment around the 
process, inviting others, proposing new experiments and networking with other programmes 
and organisations. One major “fertile seed” was the student who engaged and acted as a “change 
agent” to mobilise and build trust within the community. 

• Participation of students: Finally, the integration of the transformation experiment into aca-
demic teaching helped to fnd motivated students who put their creativity and technical knowl-
edge into the design and, of course, provided the manpower that was necessary for the construc-
tion itself. In return, they gained precious experience by leaving the theoretical framework and 
presenting their ideas to the public, and realised the possibility of combining their educational 
eforts with a socially relevant topic. 
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One of the major challenges both for the parklet project as a whole and for CASA Schützenplatz in 
the beginning was the resistance within the public to occupying parking spaces in inner-city loca-
tions in Stuttgart: people who agreed with the proposed changes tended to remain quiet, while 
opponents raised their voices. Thus, a few loud protests may produce the false image of a broad 
opposition against a small fraction of supporters. Therefore, projects with such a potential for politi-
cal confict need careful preparation in terms of collecting and communicating arguments for their 
relevance. One key fnding on the topic of “opposition” is that the long process helped to ease the 
“noise” created by the frst wave of negative feedback and also gave the project time to create its 
legitimisation. Now that there is a group of neighbours meeting regularly, either in the parklet or in 
the e.V. headquarters, and an organisation was created to maintain and administer the “new public 
space,” the complaints have almost disappeared. The outcome would have been totally diferent if 
the experiment had fnished after the three months, as the pieces of negative feedback concerning the 
parklet were still fresh and numerous. Furthermore, the experiment had not yet reached a sufcient 
level of engagement to sustain itself. 

Conclusions 

Besides the scientifc aims of gaining systematic knowledge about the transformative potentials of 
“parklets” to repurpose parking space as public space for people, the aim of the transformation ex-
periment in terms of its societal impact was twofold: 

1. In the specifc context of Schützenplatz, the aim was to change the dynamics among the rel-
evant local stakeholders (residents, city planners and users) and to open up a space of negotiation 
through a spatial project – CASA Schützenplatz. CASA was a “parklet” occupying two park-
ing spaces for a period of three months; however, this temporary experiment functioned as a 
catalyst for change with a long-term impact. Here, the role of science as a mediator between 
actors on diferent levels (engaged citizens and local authorities) became explicit and allowed 
for a more constructive dialogue between supporters and opposition. The CASA Schützenplatz 
transformation experiment helped to activate public life around Schützenplatz by empower-
ing the neighbours with a sense of appropriation and by co-producing knowledge about their 
public space. Thus, it essentially contributed to the legitimisation of the community before city 
authorities. 

2. Within the framework of a larger project on parklets in Stuttgart, the aim was to create aware-
ness and a public debate around the quality of public space that could be increased by limiting 
motorised private transport and the urban space claimed exclusively for parking. One major 
achievement of the parklet project was to win over the local authorities to a culture of experi-
mentation in spite of critical voices and protests from local residents and media. 

Thus, joint knowledge production in this case pushed for improved relationship building with lo-
cal authorities and for shared decision-making processes concerning the future of Schützenplatz in 
Stuttgart. Using the transformative approach of experiments as part of a transdisciplinary process es-
tablished a dialogue around the quality and sustainability of a public space dominated by car mobility 
and catalysed a rethinking towards a more sustainable future at a very local scale. 

Notes 
1 Urban sustainability encompasses the basic values of environmental quality, economic dynamism and 

social justice, and requires their application to areas including transportation, land use, urban form, archi-
tecture and building construction practices (Wheeler & Beatley, 2009), and it is often equated with more 
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compact, socially inclusive, better integrated and connected cities and territories that are resilient to cli-
mate change (United Nations Human Settlement Programme, 2014). In this context, by sustainable urban 
development we refer to environmental justice, economic improvement and social equity as refected in 
evolving urban systems (i.e. buildings, towns, cities and their infrastructures). 

2 Rammert et al. (2016) diferentiate between “Innovation überall” (innovation all over), “Innovation aller 
Art” (innovation of all kinds) and “Innovation jederzeit” (innovation at any time). They defne “innova-
tion” as a dynamic social process with sociological relevance; thus, beyond the traditionalist technological 
understanding of innovation and towards “innovation zones” that bridge various dimensions (e.g. social, 
technological, institutional and economic). Here, innovation is understood as new modes of knowledge 
production that are embedded in the triangle between politics, planning and civil society and that seek 
to break with existing routines and practices. These modes include practices that are not generally recog-
nised and established as common within the feld of urban development; thus, a generic understanding of 
planning as defned by Christmann, Ibert, Jessen, and Walther (2016). 

3 Local name for public staircases that were formerly used to connect the many vineyards in the hilly setting 
of Stuttgart and nowadays play an important role for pedestrian connectivity within the city of Stuttgart. 
However, many of them sufer from a lack of maintenance and are therefore in a rather poor condition. 

4 “Parklets repurpose part of the street next to the sidewalk into a public space for people. These small parks 
provide amenities like seating, planting, bicycle parking, and art” (City of San Francisco – Pavement to 
Parks Program, 2015, p. 3). 

5 City space – congested space – living space. 
6 Three architectural students at the University of Stuttgart, who put their private efort into the project. 
7 On the metalevel, a comparative analysis of all the parklets was conducted, as was the public discussion. 

It included a content analysis conducted by a sociologist. In addition, interviews with the diferent “War-
dens” about their observations were conducted. 

8 e.V. is an abbreviation for “eingetragener Verein” and means a registered non-proft association. 
9 At the date of publication, the refurbishment has again been postponed to 2024. Meanwhile CASA 

Schützenplatz still occupies the square and has grown from the single parklet to a semi-formal public space 
including an urban gardening initiative and hosting diverse community events on a regular basis (https:// 
schuetzenplatz.net/). 

10 Regarding the main results, there are roughly three layers, regarding: A) the Real-World Laboratory for 
a Sustainable Mobility Culture as a whole, B) the Parklets project, C) Casa Schützenplatz. 

A) See Reallabor Nachhaltige Mobilität (2018). 
B) Public life studies for all the parklets, feedback and interviews with the local partners. Analysis of 

public discussion. 
C) Public life studies from the student, who was in charge of the CASA parklet, including pedestrian 

counts, movement tracking, observation of activities, etc. A and B were presented at various occa-
sions to city representatives, and ultimately at the Umwelt und Technikausschuss (UTA) when the 
Real-World Laboratory for a Sustainable Mobility Culture was completed. C was presented to the 
local district council (Bezirksbeirat Mitte) as part of the argumentation for extending the permis-
sion (which was granted). 
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